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Abstract— The direct charge transfer switched capacitor DAC is one of the type of delta-sigma DAC which reduce capacitor mismatch effect.
The switched capacitor DAC mainly suffers from mismatch among capacitors. Mismatches among the capacitor in DAC cause the nonlinearity
between output and input. It also reduces Signal to Noise Distortion Ratio (SNDR). Dynamic Element Matching (DEM) technique is used to
match the capacitors. According to element selection logic there are many types. In this paper Data Weighted Averaging (DWA) technique is
used for mismatch shaping. In this paper the 4 bit DCT-SC-DAC and DWA-DEM technique is implemented using WINSPICE simulation
software.
Index Terms—∑-Δ DAC, DCT-SC-DAC, mismatch shaping, DWA, DEM
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I. INTRODUCTION

II. A 4 BIT DCT-SC-DAC

The demand for high performance and linearity increases
in audio digital to analog converter. The analog output is
dependent on digital input and also analog reference voltage.

The 16 level DCT-SC DAC is implemented in this paper.
While converting the digital input into analog it also decreases
noise and enhances power efficiency.

Oversampling DACs use quantization-noise-shaping to
increase signal to noise ratio (SNR). The ∆-∑ DAC is the one
of the popular type of oversampling DAC. Noise shaping
requires that the DAC be clocked at a frequency much higher
than the signal bandwidth.

The circuit shown in Fig.2 is 4-bit DCT-SC DAC. As
shown in figure operational amplifier is integral part of DCTSC-DAC. There is very basic relationship between number of
bits and levels (number of capacitors) given as a=2 b, where „a‟
is levels and „b‟ represents number of bits. The input word to
the circuit is given by thermometer code as x1 to x16. If input
word is 5, x1 to x5 will be 1 and rest are 0. When ɸ1=1 (reset
phase) all the input capacitors are charged to Vref and Cf is
discharged. When ɸ2=1 (conversion phase) all the input
capacitors (i.e. C1 to Cm) are discharged into Cf , resulting in an
output voltage
Vout = (mC/Cf) Vref

Fig.1. Block diagram of Delta-sigma DAC

The Fig.1 shows the block diagram of ∑-∆ DAC. In ∑-∆
DAC the difference between two signals is measured and used
to get good conversion. The interpolation filter is used to
increase the sampling ratio of the input data from the Nyquist
rate fN to RfN, where R is the oversampling ratio.
Oversampling ratio is the ratio of the clock frequency to
(twice) the signal bandwidth. The main function of noiseshaping loop (NL) is to reduce the word length of the signal
from N1 to a much lower value, often to 1. Mainly switched
capacitor DAC is used in delta-sigma DAC as internal DAC.
Low pass filter gives noise free analog output voltage [6].

(1)

Where m is integer value of the input word, C is value of
input capacitor, Cf is feedback capacitor and Vref is reference
voltage to circuit [1].

Fig.2. Circuit Diagram of 4-bit DCT-SC DAC
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A. Operational Amplifier
Operational amplifier is an integral part of analog and
mixed signal systems. The Table 1 gives comparison between
two main types of op-amp as 1) one-stage op-amp 2) two stage
op-amp. Telescopic and Folded-cascade op-amp are the types
of one-stage op-amp. By observing the table 1 it is seen that
two stage op-amp gives high gain and high output swing as
compared other types of op-amp. It also gives low noise and
medium power dissipation as compared to other types, so two
stage op-amp is suitable to use in DCT-SC-DAC [7].
Table.1. Comparison of performance of various op amp topologies
Type of
op-amp

Gain

Output
swing

Speed

Telescopic

Power
dissipation

Noise

Medium

Medium

Highest

Low

Low

Foldedcascade

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Two-stage
op-amp

High

Highest

Low

Medium

Low

Fig.4. Circuit diagram of two stage op-amp

III. DWA-DEM MISMATCH SHAPING TECHNIQUE

The Fig.3 shows the basic block diagram of two stage opamp. As shown in figure it consists of mainly four blocks as
differential amplifier, compensation circuit, second gain
circuit and bias circuit. Differential amplifier provides the
single ended output. The gain provided by this intermediate
stage is not enough so the second gain stage is used. As name
implies second gain circuit provides additional gain to the
circuit. Compensation circuitry is used to lower the gain at
higher frequencies and to achieve stable closed loop
performance. Bias circuit is provided to establish the accurate
operating point for each transistor in its quiescent state [11].

Mismatch among any elements can be defined as difference
is electric property even if physical layout is same. Mismatch
causes the nonlinearity and also reduces the signal to noise plus
distortion ratio (SNDR). There are mainly two types of sources
of mismatch as 1) random error and 2) systematic error.
Random error occurs due to variation in fabrication process and
it cannot be predicted. Whereas systematic error occurs due to
imperfect balancing in circuits and gradients and it can be
predicted precisely [1].
Mainly two types of non-linearity error are caused due to
mismatch as 1) integral nonlinearity and 2) Differential nonlinearity. Integral non linearity (INL) is defined as the deviation
of actual output from the ideal. Whereas differential
nonlinearity is deviation between two analog values
corresponding to adjacent input digital values.
Different mismatch shaping techniques are used to shape
the noise. Dynamic element matching technique (DEM) groups
the elements in such a manner that the DAC error is shaped to
high frequency. According to the element selection logic Data
weighted averaging (DWA), Individual level averaging (ILA),
Butterfly shuffler, complex tree structure and vector based
techniques are available.[12] In this paper data weighed
averaging technique is implemented using WINSPICE .
A. DWA implementation

Fig.3 Block Diagram of Two Stage Op-amp

DWA technique is efficient technique. In this technique all
the capacitors are used at maximum possible rate while
ensuring that each capacitor is used the same number of times.

The internal circuit diagram of two stage op-amp is shown
in Fig.4. The two stage op-amp consists of MOS transistors
and also compensating and load capacitor are used [7]. This
circuit is implemented using WINSPICE.
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element is selected inordinate times, even in short and long
time intervals. [3] [4]
IV.DESIGN EXAMPLE
The 4-bit DAC circuit containing 16 unit elements was
simulated with WINSPICE using 180nm technology. The 4 bit
DCT-SC-DAC circuit used C=1pf and Cf=16pf, Cc=3pf and
CL=10pf and W/L ratio of transistor are calculated to obtain
gain of 7000v/v for two stage operational amplifier.
V.SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig.5. DWA Element Selection for 4 Bit DAC with an Input Sequence of
0100, 1000 & 1011

Fig.5. explains the working of the Data weighted averaging
technique. Fig.5 illustrates the concept for a 4-bit DAC with
an input sequence of 0100, 1000, and 1011. Initially pointer
will be at zero when first input is given as 4, the first four
unused bits are selected as shown in Fig.5 (A) . In Fig.5 (B)
input word 1000 so the next 8 unused elements are selected
and pointer is set to 12. Again the input word in Fig.5 (C) is
1011 i.e. 13 so next 13 unused elements are selected and
pointer is set to 7. The component selection will sequentially
continue in this manner as the data is applied [8, 9].

Table.2. Simulation Output of 4-bit DCT-SC-DAC

Thermometer
Code
0000000000000000
0000000000000111
0000000000111111
0000000011111111

Theoretical
Output
0v
0.99v
2.31v
2.64v

Practical Output
60mv
1v
2v
2.4v

Table 2 shows the results of 4 bit DCT-SC-DAC.
Theoretical outputs are calculated using equation (1).
Table 3 shows output at 16 pin of DWA circuit for different
input combinations.
Table.3. Simulation result of data weighted averaging

Fig.6. DWA technique

Basic block diagram of a DWA technique for 4 bit DAC is
shown in Fig.6. As shown in figure 4 bit full adder,
thermometer decoder, D flip flop and AND or OR operation
are used. In represents 4 bit input, Pr is pointer which points
the current element, DPr is delayed pointer which represents
the previous pointer, Prt and DPrt are thermometer code of Pr
and DPr respectively [2]. The output of DWA is then applied
to DCT-SC-DAC.

Input
Output pins

1000

1110

1010

1100

1010

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
E

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

B. SCOPE OF DWA TECHNIQUE
The data weighted averaging technique gives better
performance compared to other mismatch shaping techniques.
Using data weighted averaging technique (DWA) delta-sigma
DACs can be fabricated with minimal impact upon chip area.
By using DWA technique elements are used at maximum
possible rate and DAC errors will quickly sum to zero by
moving distortion to high frequencies. In this technique no
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Fig. 7 Simulation results of DWA

Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of DWA technique in
WINSPICE software.

V.CONCLUSION
DCT-SC-DAC, generated analog output which matches with
the theoretical values. A low complexity digital
implementation of DEM-DWA is performed using
WINSPICE in 180nm technology. As shown in table 3,
outputs at pin 40-54 & e (16 bit) are “0000000111111110” for
input 8(1000) & changes to “1111111001111111” for input 13
(1101). Thus, data weighted averaging technique uses all the
capacitors at equal number of times.
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